
An interesting hand – November 2019

This month’s hand is taken from an Eve Harrison Salver pairs event. It is a bidding problem and as North
you are 4th in hand and hold:

S J4
H 4
D AKQJ94
C Q853

With neither side vulnerable, East opens 1H as dealer and your partner overcalls 1S. West passes and 
you now have a tricky choice. You could decide to go slowly with 2D, waiting to see how strong your 
partner’s overcall is. You could bid the opponent’s suit looking to play in 3NT if partner has a worthwhile 
stop although some pairs play such a bid as showing half a stop yourself which you are some way from. 
Finally, you could jump to 3D showing the more unbalanced nature of your hand and the fact that most of
your strength is in diamonds. Which would you choose?

At my table, North decided on option 1, whereupon East bid 2H and South 2NT, showing a full strength 
overcall including something useful in clubs with at least one stop in hearts but perhaps not enough to 
double for penalties. West, unsurprisingly, passed again and North faced another quandary. Looking at 
six tricks in diamonds, the question was would South be able to run nine tricks before his heart stop(s) 
was/were removed? With a doubleton spade there didn’t appear to be any alternative to 3NT and, in 
common with most other NS pairs, South made 11 tricks on a heart lead. Not bad in a pairs competition 
but, as you can see from the full hand overleaf, 

North

S J4
H 4
D AKQJ94
C Q853

West East

S 109862 S Q
H 102 H AKJ876
D 1073 D 865
C J102 C 974

South

S AK753
H Q953
D 2
C AK6

a small slam in diamonds (or clubs as it happens) makes on any lead. Should it have been bid? Let’s go 
back to the two key decisions which North made in the bidding. 

His choice of 2D was reasonable as a jump might have used up too much bidding space. But in this 
particular case, should he not have tried to show more clearly the fact that almost all his strength was in 
one suit? If he does, now South can see two AKs opposite at least a six card, relatively solid, diamond 
suit together with a possible shortage in hearts as East has opened. If North has any sort of black suit fit, 
there may be a slam in diamonds or, if he has Kx in hearts, 12 tricks in NT. 

East would surely pass a jump to 3D from North, West having passed on the first round, and South could
now test the water either by bidding 3H (to see if North has a heart stop) or by bidding 4C to see if North 
can support either clubs or spades (with a secondary fit). Over 3H or 4C, North would be likely to bid 4C 
or 5C respectively and South can invite North with 5D to bid the slam if his suit is solid and he has a 
singleton heart.  In my view, the 3H bid by South on the second round is preferable, not only because it 
prompts North to show he doesn’t have a heart stop but also because it allows North to deduce that 
South has heart losers and that his singleton is worth its weight in gold. However, 4C is quite a good 
alternative, because over 5C, South can bid 5S showing slam interest and first round control prompting 
North to bid 6C and South to convert to 6D (because, assuming the worst and South has at most a 
singleton diamond, a 4-2 (or 4-3) split in diamonds is more likely than the possibly necessary 3-3 split in 
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clubs). Would you and your partner have bid the slam? It’s a tricky hand because of the need for both 
players to try to ‘read’ the make-up of their partner’s hand. It can’t be bid by the simple application of 
‘system’.

Some of you who play weak twos are probably saying it would have been more difficult for NS if East had
opened 2H (or even 3H if you are a real cavalier!), but I’m not so sure. Over 2H, South will surely see 
himself as strong enough to bid 2S and the bidding should then proceed via 3D, 3H, 4C … to the same 
end result. Over 3H, a double (or 3S if you are playing next suit up for take-out) is surely in order despite 
the diamond shortage and North now has a huge hand. He will establish the presence of two aces and 
will be able to ‘see’ other strength in the black suits in the South hand (given the double) leading him to 
judge 6D as a good bet. As with all pre-emptive bids, they interfere but they also advertise weakness and
make subsequent judgements by the opposition a little easier.

And finally . . . .

How many tricks would you expect to make in a suit contract with KJ bare sitting behind a trump suit of 
AQ1095 opposite two small? Most would claim only one trick with either King or Jack depending on the 
finesse taken on the first round. However, where declarer finesses the ten on the first round try the effect 
of taking it with the King. I did so some years ago without thinking it would make much difference. 
However, convinced that the Jack was now sitting under AQ95, declarer was tempted into a second 
finesse (of the nine) to guard against Jxxx in my partner’s hand. Bingo! Two trump tricks and one-off 
when everybody else was making! You’re probably saying that if I had won the first trick with the Jack, 
declarer might still have finessed the Queen to lose to the now singleton King. That’s true but I had 
opened 1NT as dealer and declarer could therefore place me with the King. Having lost to the Jack on 
the first round his only hope would have been to play me for KJ bare rising with the Ace on the second 
round. The play of the King on the first round gave him what he thought was a guaranteed position 
against the Jack.
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